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A Walk in the Park - Jill Mansell 2012-11-06
No one could have planned for this... Lara
Carson left her family and boyfriend Flynn
eighteen years ago without a word to anyone.
Why has no one heard from her since? Does it
mean anything that she's suddenly reappeared
a-walk-in-london

in Bath just in time for her ex–best friend Evie's
wedding? And what about Flynn? Even the most
eagle–eyed observer can't tell whether he's
happy to see her, or just stunned. While secrets
pile up on secrets, and the gossip mill wings into
high gear, the brand–new life Lara's searching
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for becomes ever more elusive. There's a lot of
catching up for everyone to do, and Lara's
return is going to be anything but a walk in the
park. Praise for To the Moon and Back: "A
tremendous look at friendship, hope, romance,
and second chances."—RT Book Reviews, 4 stars
"A romantic and lighthearted story...fans will eat
this story up."—Publishers Weekly "Mansell
crafts a lovely story with multiple plotlines,
characters, and love interests."—USA Today
"Absolutely, positively and outstanding
story."—Night Owl Reviews Reviewer Top Pick,
5 stars
A Walk in the Park - Travis Elborough
2016-06-02
'A fascinating, informative, revelatory book'
William Boyd, Guardian Parks are such a
familiar part of everyday life, you might be
forgiven for thinking they have always been
there. In fact, public parks are an invention.
From their medieval inception as private hunting
grounds through to their modern incarnation as
a-walk-in-london

public spaces of rest and relaxation, parks have
been fought over by land-grabbing monarchs,
reforming Victorian industrialists, hippies,
punks, and somewhere along the way, the
common folk trying to savour their single day of
rest. In A Walk in the Park, Travis Elborough
excavates the history of parks in all their colour
and complexity. Loving, funny and impassioned,
this is a timely celebration of a small wonder
that – in an age of swingeing cuts – we should
not take for granted.
A Walk in New York - Salvatore Rubbino
2017-09-12
“An intriguing snapshot of the Big Apple, sure to
delight New York City residents, tourists, and
would-be visitors.” — School Library Journal
(starred review) Follow a young boy and his dad
on their walk around Manhattan, from Grand
Central Terminal to the top of the Empire State
Building, from Greenwich Village to the Statue
of Liberty, learning facts and trivia along the
way. In an ode to America’s biggest city,
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Salvatore Rubbino’s lively paintings and breezy
text capture the delight of a young visitor
experiencing the wonders of New York firsthand.
Back matter includes an index.
Flâneuse - Lauren Elkin 2017-02-28
The New York Times Book Review Editor's
Choice The flâneur is the quintessentially
masculine figure of privilege and leisure who
strides the capitals of the world with abandon.
But it is the flâneuse who captures the
imagination of the cultural critic Lauren Elkin.
In her wonderfully gender-bending new book,
the flâneuse is a “determined, resourceful
individual keenly attuned to the creative
potential of the city and the liberating
possibilities of a good walk.” Virginia Woolf
called it “street haunting”; Holly Golightly
epitomized it in Breakfast at Tiffany’s; and Patti
Smith did it in her own inimitable style in 1970s
New York. Part cultural meander, part memoir,
Flâneuse takes us on a distinctly cosmopolitan
jaunt that begins in New York, where Elkin grew
a-walk-in-london

up, and transports us to Paris via Venice, Tokyo,
and London, all cities in which she’s lived. We
are shown the paths beaten by such flâneuses as
the cross-dressing nineteenth-century novelist
George Sand, the Parisian artist Sophie Calle,
the wartime correspondent Martha Gellhorn,
and the writer Jean Rhys. With tenacity and
insight, Elkin creates a mosaic of what urban
settings have meant to women, charting through
literature, art, history, and film the sometimes
exhilarating, sometimes fraught relationship that
women have with the metropolis. Called
“deliciously spiky and seditious” by The
Guardian, Flâneuse will inspire you to light out
for the great cities yourself.
London - Edward Rutherfurd 2010-12-23
A grand, epic story that tells the history of the
greatest city in the world, from Roman times to
the present day. London has perhaps the most
remarkable history of any city in the world. Now
its story has a unique voice. In this epic novel
Edward Rutherfurd takes the reader on a
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magnificent journey across sixteen centuries
from the days of the Romans to the Victorian
engineers of Tower Bridge and the era dockland
development of today. Through the lives and
adventures of his colourful cast of characters he
brings all the richness of London's past
unforgettably to life.
Walking Cities: London - Jaspar Joseph-Lester
2020-05-28
Walking Cities: London (second edition) brings
together a new interdisciplinary field of artists,
writers, architects, musicians, human
geographers and philosophers to consider how a
city walk informs and triggers new processes of
making, thinking, researching and
communicating. In particular, the book examines
how the city contains narratives, knowledge and
contested materialities that are best accessed
through the act of walking. The varied
contributions take the form of short stories,
illustrated essays, personal reflections and
accounts of walks both real and fictional. While
a-walk-in-london

artist and RCA tutor Rut Blees Luxemburg and
philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy recount a nocturnal
journey from Shoreditch to the City of London;
architect Peter St John of the practice Caruso St
John offers a detailed and personal reflection on
the Holloway Road; and architect and author
Douglas Murphy examines what he calls
London’s ‘more politically charged locations’ in
his account of a solitary walk through an area of
South London. Ultimately, Walking Cities:
London seeks to understand the wider
significance of changing geographies to
generate critical questions and creative
perspectives for navigating the social and
political impact of rapid urban change.
The London Loop - David Sharp 2017-03-02
For 140 miles, the London LOOP (London Outer
Orbital Path) follows a green corridor right
around the capital, offering a circular walk
among secret countryside that can make you
forget you're within a few miles of Heathrow
Airport, the A13, or the suburban sprawl of
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Croydon, Watford or Dagenham. Here is rolling
downland near Coulsdon, the forest of Enfield
Chase, the lonely Thames marshes at Rainham,
the classical parkland of Bushy Park and a
canalside stroll at Uxbridge. London could not
seem further away. Each of the guide's 15
sections represents a day's walk of reasonable
length, and starts and finishes at a public
transport point.
Walk the Lines - Mark Mason 2013-06
The only way to truly discover a city, they say, is
on foot. Taking this to extremes, Mark Mason
sets out to walk the entire length of the London
Underground - overground - passing every
station on the way. In a story packed with
historical trivia, personal musings and
eavesdropped conversations, Mark learns how to
get the best gossip in the City, where to find a
pint at 7am, and why the Bank of England won't
let you join the M11 northbound at Junction 5.
He has an East End cup of tea with the Krays'
official biographer, discovers what cabbies mean
a-walk-in-london

by 'on the cotton', and meets the Archers star
who was the voice of 'Mind the Gap'. Over the
course of several hundred miles, Mark
contemplates London's contradictions as well as
its charms. He gains insights into our fascination
with maps and sees how walking changes our
view of the world. Above all, in this love letter to
a complicated friend, he celebrates the sights,
sounds and soul of the greatest city on earth.
London Adventure Walks for Families Becky Jones 2010-05-04
London Adventure Walks for Families offers 25
carefully devised, imaginative explorations of the
city from its center to its suburbs, all accessible
by public transport and specifically designed to
appeal to the mindset of children. These
intriguing explorations of the historic (Tudor
London/Fire of London/Florence Nightingale),
literary (Coram Boy, Dickens, Shakespeare, 101
Dalmatians, Paddington Bear) and famous sights
of the capital draw children in and keep them
actively involved and enthralled. For the
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parents, there is all the add-on information that
families need, such as facilities, opening times,
shops, food, transport, places for a sit-down,
places for a run-around, I-spy lists, and other
game ideas. Highly creative in its content and
design, the format tempts children and adults as
well as London natives and tourists alike. Packed
with tantalizing facts and unusual places, the
book draws on the urban culture as much as the
countryside within the city, revealing secret
facts, hidden places, and little explored
treasures of London.
London's Lost Rivers - Paul Talling 2020-04-02
From the sources of the Fleet in Hampstead's
ponds to the mouth of the Effra in Vauxhall, via
the meander of the Westbourne through
'Knight's Bridge' and the Tyburn's curve along
Marylebone Lane, London's Lost Rivers unearths
the hidden waterways that flow beneath the
streets of the capital. Paul Talling investigates
how these rivers shaped the city - forming
borough boundaries and transport networks,
a-walk-in-london

fashionable spas and stagnant slums - and how
they all eventually gave way to railways, roads
and sewers. Armed with his camera, he traces
their routes and reveals their often overlooked
remains: riverside pubs on the Old Kent Road,
healing wells in King's Cross, 'stink pipes' in
Hammersmith and gurgling gutters on streets
across the city. Packed with maps and over 100
colour photographs, London's Lost Rivers
uncovers the watery history of the city's most
famous sights, bringing to life the very different
London that lies beneath our feet.
The Killing of Osama Bin Laden - Seymour M.
Hersh 2016-04-12
Electrifying investigation of White House lies
about the assassination of Osama bin Laden In
2011, an elite group of US Navy SEALS stormed
an enclosure in the Pakistani city of Abbottabad
and killed Osama bin Laden, the man the United
States had begun chasing before the devastating
attacks of 9/11. The news did much to boost
President Obama’s first term and played a major
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part in his reelection victory of the following
year. But much of the story of that night, as
presented to the world, was incomplete, or a lie.
The evidence of what actually went on remains
hidden. At the same time, the full story of the
United States’ involvement in the Syrian civil
war has been kept behind a diplomatic curtain,
concealed by doublespeak. It is a policy of
obfuscation that has compelled the White House
to turn a blind eye to Turkey’s involvement in
supporting ISIS and its predecessors in Syria.
This investigation, which began as a series of
essays in the London Review of Books, has
ignited a firestorm of controversy in the world
media. In his introduction, Hersh asks what will
be the legacy of Obama’s time in office. Was it
an era of “change we can believe in” or a season
of lies and compromises that continued George
W. Bush’s misconceived War on Terror? How did
he lose the confidence of the general in charge
of America’s forces who acted in direct
contradiction to the White House? What else do
a-walk-in-london

we not know?
Walking in London - Peter Aylmer 2017-09-26
This guidebook presents 25 varied walks
exploring London's green and open spaces.
Covering both the city centre and the Greater
London area, it takes in royal parks, heaths,
forests, canals and rivers, including Epping
Forest, Hampstead Heath, the World Heritage
site of Kew Gardens and Wimbledon Common.
Walks range from 4 to 14 miles and most can be
accessed by public transport
The Home Counties from London by Train - Nick
Channer 2019-01-14
The Perfect London Walk - Daniel Curley
1986-01-01
Black History Walks - WARNER 2022-10-27
A collection of guided tours throughout London
Black History Walks invites the reader to see
their surroundings with new eyes.
A Walk in London - Salvatore Rubbino
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2012-04-01
London - the perfect place for a girl and her
mother to spend the day! Follow them as they
alight the classic red bus and begin a whirlwind
tour of some of London's most iconic land marks.
Ways to Walk in London - Alice Stevenson
2018-04-03
An inspiring collection of London walks, notes
and artwork
I Went for a Walk - Gabriel Stewart 2019-03-07
In February 2016, Gabriel Stewart embarked on
a walk around the UK with just a backpack, a
camera and a tent for company. With little
previous experience of hiking or camping on his
own, it was always going to be an interesting
one. This isn’t your typical hiking book, wittering
on about the cold fierce winds battering
Gabriel’s determined face as he treads across a
mountainside. It’s an exploration of the mind of
a confused, self-deprecating eighteen- to
nineteen-year-old boy as he dibbles and dabbles
in everything from mental health problems to
a-walk-in-london

the fake radio voice of Hugh FearnleyWhittingstall. ‘I will walk a thousand miles and it
will be for charity - and maybe some other
reason which I may or may not discover at some
point in a random soggy British field.’ That
pretty much sums up the logic. I Went for a Walk
is the story of how it all went spectacularly
wrong.
Tate to Tate - Tommy Penton 2008
Tate to Tate is a book like no other you have
ever seen. Concertina-bound, it shows a group of
people walking east along the South Bank.
Brightly coloured, brilliantly drawn by artist
Tommy Penton, they are a diverse group, of all
races and ages, and as you follow their progress
from spread to spread you start to notice
cunning details and the beginning of a story.
Behind them, in the foreground, are Lambeth,
Hungerford, Blackfriars and Southwark Bridges,
and the London Eye - and across the Thames a
magnificent panorama of the buildings on the
North Bank: Tate Britain, the Palace of
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Westminster, the Savoy Hotel, Somerset House.
Then, arriving at Tate Modern, and the climaxes
of the stories you have been following, you see
that another group of characters is walking
west, each with another story to follow. A game
as absorbing as Where's Wally, a delightful,
totally original guidebook, a stunning graphic
book, Tate to Tate will appeal to Londoners of all
ages, to tourists, to anyone who wants an
exceptional graphic book at a remarkably
reasonable price.
London Overground - Iain Sinclair 2016-04-07
"A walk around the circuit of the elevated
railway, that accidental re-mapping of London,
in a single day.' The completion of the full circle
of London Overground provides Iain Sinclair
with a new path to walk the shifting territory of
the capital. It is a route haunted by the unquiet
voices of the city's many literary ghosts. With
thirty-three stations and thirty-five miles to
tramp - plus inevitable and unforeseen detours
and false steps - he embarks on a marathon
a-walk-in-london

circumnavigation at street level, tracking the
necklace of garages, fish farms, bakeries,
convenience cafUs, cycle-repair shops and
Minder lock-ups which enclose inner London."
Wild Swimming Walks - Margaret Dickinson
2015-05-04
The famous swimming Ladies of Hampstead
ponds bring us their favourite walks with a dip in
London and south east England, all accessible by
train. Featuring secret lakes, river meadows and
sandy seaside beaches, this is the perfect way to
escape the city and leave the car at home this
summer.
33 Walks in London That You Must Not
Miss - Nicola Perry 2016-12-31
* Fully illustrated with more than 250 color
photographs and 33 maps* Part of the
international 111 Places/111 Shops series with
over 150 titles and 1 million copies in print
worldwide Experience the less explored nooks
and pockets of Britain's capital through the eyes
of a passionate local. With its labyrinth of
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characterful streets and alleys, charming
squares, open green spaces, monuments and
museums, public artworks, bustling markets,
and tempting boutiques and restaurants, London
is a walker's paradise. Whether you're a first
time visitor or longtime local, the city offers
endless surprises - fascinating sights and stories,
both ancient and modern, hidden in plain view.
London insider and native Nicola Perry leads you
away from the famed attractions on 33 strolls
through the city's most interesting enclaves,
sharing entertaining insights, historical
anecdotes, and engaging tips at every
cobblestoned turn. Each walk burrows its way
into the heart of a neighborhood, crafting and
curating a path that reveals its individual
essence and personality.
Jack the Ripper: Scotland Yard Investigates Stewart P Evans 2010-05-21
In 1888 the dreaded figure of Jack the Ripper
stalked London’s East End murdering
prostitutes. His crimes set in motion a huge
a-walk-in-london

police operation and have held a dark
fascination over the public’s imagination for over
a century, yet his identity has never been
proved. Now, for the first time, two leading
Ripper experts have joined forces to treat the
case like a police investigation. Drawing on their
unparalleled knowledge of the Jack the Ripper
murders and their professional experience as
police officers, they uncover clues that have
remained undetected for over a hundred years.
There are five ‘canonical’ Ripper victims, yet
Scotland Yard’s ‘Whitechapel Murders’ files
include another six suspected victims. Drawing
the reader into the world of police investigation
in Victorian London, Evans and Rumbelow reveal
the conflict between the City and Metropolitan
forces and the ridicule heaped on the police by
the press. Investigating each murder, they
conclude that only four of the eleven victims
were actually killed by the Ripper. Perhaps most
tellingly, they question the motives behind the
destruction of evidence – particularly the
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message ‘The Juwes are the men that will not be
blamed for nothing’, which was chalked on the
wall near one murder site and rubbed out on
order of the Chief Commissioner – and ask
whether the enigmatic Dr Robert Anderson,
officer in charge of the investigation, knew the
Ripper’s true identity. Jack the Ripper: Scotland
Yard Investigates strips away much of the
nonsense that has accumulated since 1888 and
reopens files on a case that will perhaps never
be fully solved but will always fascinate.
Nightwalking - Matthew Beaumont 2015-03-01
A captivating literary portrait of the writers who
explore the city at night, and the people they
met. “Cities, like cats, will reveal themselves at
night,” wrote the poet Rupert Brooke. Before the
age of electricity, the nighttime city was a very
different place to the one we know today – home
to the lost, the vagrant and the noctambulant.
Matthew Beaumont recounts an alternative
history of London by focusing on those of its
denizens who surface on the streets when the
a-walk-in-london

sun’s down. If nightwalking is a matter of “going
astray” in the streets of the metropolis after
dark, then nightwalkers represent some of the
most suggestive and revealing guides to the
neglected and forgotten aspects of the city. In
this brilliant work of literary investigation,
Beaumont shines a light on the shadowy
perambulations of poets, novelists and thinkers:
Chaucer and Shakespeare; William Blake and his
ecstatic peregrinations and the feverish
ramblings of opium addict Thomas De Quincey;
and, among the lamp-lit literary throng, the
supreme nightwalker Charles Dickens. We
discover how the nocturnal city has inspired
some and served as a balm or narcotic to others.
In each case, the city is revealed as a place
divided between work and pleasure, the affluent
and the indigent, where the entitled and the
desperate jostle in the streets. With a foreword
and afterword by Will Self, Nightwalking is a
captivating literary portrait of the writers who
explore the city at night and the people they
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meet.
Black London - Avril Nanton 2021-07-08
Discover the people, places, and landmarks that
have rewritten history! Black London is a
complete guide that shines a new and muchneeded light on the rich Black history of
London’s inhabitants and beyond. From
Cleopatra’s Needle on the Victoria Embankment,
the Nelson Mandela Statue in Parliament
Square, and the Stuart Hall Library in
Westminster to the Memorial Gates in
Constitution Hill, the Wayne Marques corbel on
the London Bridge, the Black Lives Matter mural
in Woolwich, and so much more. This must-have
travel guide showcases over 120 historical sites
worth visiting and revisiting. Author Avril
Nanton is a qualified London tour guide and
Black history historian. Jody Burton is a librarian
and bibliophile with a particular interest in Black
history and art.
Derelict London: All New Edition - Paul
Talling 2019-07-11
a-walk-in-london

______________________________ The huge word-ofmouth bestseller – completely updated for 2019
THE LONDON THAT TOURISTS DON’T SEE
Look beyond Big Ben and past the skyscrapers of
the Square Mile, and you will find another
London. This is the land of long-forgotten tube
stations, burnt-out mansions and gently
decaying factories. Welcome to DERELICT
LONDON: a realm whose secrets are all around
us, visible to anyone who cares to look . . . Paul
Talling – our best-loved investigator of London’s
underbelly – has spent over fifteen years
uncovering the stories of this hidden world.
Now, he brings together 100 of his favourite
abandoned places from across the capital: many
of them more magnificent, more beautiful and
more evocative than you can imagine. Covering
everything from the overgrown stands of Leyton
Stadium to the windswept alleys of the
Aylesbury Estate, DERELICT LONDON reveals a
side of the city you never knew existed. It will
change the way you see London.
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______________________________ PRAISE FOR THE
DERELICT LONDON PROJECT ‘Fascinating
images showing some of London’s eeriest
derelict sites show another side to the busy,
built-up capital.’ Daily Mail ‘Talling has managed
to show another side to the capital, one of
abandoned buildings that somehow retain a
sense of beauty.’ Metro ‘Excellent . . . As much
as it is an inadvertent vision of how London
might look after a catastrophe, DERELICT
LONDON is valuable as a document of the one
going on right in front of us.’ New Statesman
‘From the iconic empty shell of Battersea Power
Station to the buried ‘ghost’ stations of the
London Underground, the city is peppered with
decaying buildings. Paul Talling knows these
places better than anyone in the capital.’ Daily
Express ‘[London has an] unusual (and
deplorable) number of abandoned buildings.
Paul Talling’s surprise bestseller, DERELICT
LONDON, is their shabby Pevsner.’ Daily
Telegraph ______________________________
a-walk-in-london

The Places in Between - Rory Stewart 2006
Traces the author's 2002 journey by foot across
Afghanistan, during which he survived the harsh
elements through the kindness of tribal elders,
teen soldiers, Taliban commanders, and foreignaid workers whose stories he collected along his
way. By the author of The Prince of the Marshes.
Original. 20,000 first printing.
The Importance of Being Trivial - Mark Mason
2008-09-12
If you're intrigued by the fact that Jack the
Ripper was left-handed, or that Heinz ketchup
flows at 0.7 miles per day - and, more
importantly, intrigued by why you're intrigued then this book is required reading. Convinced
that our love of trivia must reveal something
truly important about us, Mark Mason sets out
to discover what that something is. And, in the
process, he asks the fundamental questions that
keep all trivialists awake at night: Why is it so
difficult to forget that Keith Richards was a
choirboy at the Queen's coronation when it's so
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hard to remember what we did last Thursday?
Are men more obsessed with trivia than women?
Can it be proved that house flies hum in the key
of F? Can anything ever really be proved? And
the biggest question of them all: is there a
perfect fact, and if so what is it?
The Pilgrims' Way - Leigh Hatts 2022-02-14
This guidebook details the Pilgrims' Way, an
historic pilgrimage route to Canterbury
Cathedral in Kent, home of the shrine of the
martyred archbishop, St Thomas Becket. The
route is described both from Winchester in
Hampshire (138 miles) and London's Southwark
Cathedral (901⁄4 miles), with an optional spur to
Rochester Cathedral. With relatively easy
walking on ancient byways, the route from
Winchester is presented in 15 stages of 5-14
miles: it can be comfortably completed in under
a fortnight. It follows a major chalk ridge
through scenic countryside, taking in
characterful towns and villages and historic
churches. The route from Southwark is
a-walk-in-london

described in 10 stages and includes a visit to the
ruined Lesnes Abbey. Detailed route description
is accompanied by 1:50,000 OS mapping, advice
on making the most of a trip and information on
the historical background to the pilgrimage, key
historical figures and local points of interest.
Accommodation listings and details of facilities
and transport links can be found in the
appendices. Pilgrimages to Becket's shrine
began within a few years of the his death in
1170, although Canterbury was a popular
destination even before this time due to the
nearby shrine of St Augustine. The route has
featured in literature, drama and film, and forms
the setting for Geoffrey Chaucer's famous
Middle English work, The Canterbury Tales.
A Walk in New York - Salvatore Rubbino
2017-09-12
New York City the perfect place for a boy and
his dad to spend the day! Follow them on their
walk around Manhattan, from Grand Central
Terminal to the top of the Empire State Building,
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from Greenwich Village to the Statue of Liberty,
learning lots of facts and trivia along the way.
City Walks: Paris - Christina Henry de Tessan
2009-07-28
Explore the boulevards and bistros of the City of
Light with fifty walking tours highlighting both
major landmarks and lesser-known gems. Paris
is a perfect city to explore à pied, and this ebook
is designed for just that. On each page you’ll find
an illustrated map and, along with it, insider info
on where to eat, drink, stop, and shop. With
these fifty self-guided walking adventures you
can explore historic sites, from the Arc de
Triomphe to the Musée du Louvre, as well as
uncover lesser-known gems, from open-air
markets and intimate cafes to small museums
with world-class art. Choose any page, and Paris
is yours for the taking.
A Walk in Paris - Salvatore Rubbino
2014-03-11
Presents facts, trivia, and the history behind
famous landmarks in Paris, including Notre
a-walk-in-london

Dame Cathedral, the Eiffel Tower, and the
Louvre Museum, as a girl and her grandfather
walk about the city.
Walking London, Updated Edition - Andrew
Duncan, Jr 2016-03-29
London is a walker's paradise. In 30 original
walks, distinguished historian Andrew Duncan
reveals the true heart of one of the world's
greatest capital cities. "
Look Up London - Katie Wignall 2022-05-26
A refreshing guide to discovering the hidden
details of London with 10 fully guided walking
routes from London's leading tour guide Look
Up London. Have you ever noticed London's
tiniest public sculpture? Or wondered why there
are strange cone-shaped structures on the
fanciest historic homes? Did you know that the
Tower of London used to be a zoo, or about the
now defunct London railway that transported
over 200,000 people to their final resting place?
These are just some of the fascinating details
that Blue Badge Tourist guide Katie Wignall
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reveals in this absorbing guide to the secrets of
London hidden in plain sight. Take a journey
through London's rich past with these 10 fully
guided walking routes and discover a whole
world of incredible history hiding above your
eye-line, just waiting to be spotted. From the
saucy scandals of Covent Garden to stories of
power and intrigue from the City, atmospheric
pubs to hidden Roman remains, London is a city
bursting with captivating stories which are
etched into its very architecture. So, Look Up
and discover a London you have never seen
before.
London Orbital - Iain Sinclair 2003-10-02
A brilliant voyage of discovery into the deeply
unfashionable fringes of London. 'It isn't often
that one reads a book and is convinced that it's
an instant classic, but I'm sure that LONDON
ORBITAL will be read 50 years from now. This
account of his walk around the M25 is on one
level a journey into the heart of darkness, that
terrain of golf courses, retail parks and
a-walk-in-london

industrial estates which is Blair's Britain. It's a
fascinating snapshot of who we are, lit by
Sinclair's vivid prose, andon another level a
warning that the mythological England of village
greens and cycling aunts has been buried under
the rush of a million radial tyres' J. G. Ballard,
Observer
Walk Through History - Christopher Winn
2018-03-01
'What is this life if, full of care, We have no time
to stand and stare.' - W.H. Davies Walking
around London is one of life's great pleasures.
There is a huge amount that you can only see on
foot – but sometimes it is hard to know where to
look. Luckily, Christopher Winn, bestselling
author of I Never Knew That About London,
knows where all the hidden treasures are. This
book takes the reader on a series of stimulating
original walks through different areas of central
London, focusing on one particular period of
history, the Victorian, so ubiquitous that we take
it for granted, and yet so astonishing and so far
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reaching in its variety, imagination, ambition
and detail. Discover... ..the remarkable 300-foot
bell tower at the Houses of Parliament you never
knew was there.... ..the extraordinary fairytale
house in Kensington where the Mikado was
inspired... ..the best Victorian loos in the world
near Old Street... ..a hidden chapel in
Bloomsbury described by Oscar Wilde as 'the
most delightful private chapel in London'...
..London's best preserved high class Victorian
shop near Tottenham Court Road... ...an almost
complete Victorian townscape boasting the
world's oldest surviving mansion block... Walk
through history and discover the hidden gems of
Victorian London!
A Walk in London - Salvatore Rubbino 2011
London - the perfect place for a girl and her
mother to spend the day Follow them as they
alight the classic red bus and begin a whirlwind
tour of some of London's most iconic land marks.
Dickens at Christmas - Charles Dickens
2012-11-01
a-walk-in-london

Discover this selection of the best of Dickens'
Christmas stories and writings in one beautiful
gift edition. The ultimate Christmas present. It is
said that Charles Dickens invented Christmas,
and within these pages you'll certainly find all
the elements of a quintessential traditional
Christmas brought to vivid life: snowy rooftops,
gleaming shop windows, steaming bowls of
punch, plum puddings like speckled cannon
balls, sage and onion stuffing, miracles, magic,
charity and goodwill. This beautifully produced
Vintage Classics edition gathers together not
only Dickens' Christmas Books ('A Christmas
Carol', 'The Chimes', 'The Battle of Life', 'The
Cricket on the Hearth' and 'The Haunted Man')
but also stories that Dickens wrote for the
special seasonal editions of his periodicals All
the Year Round and Household Words, and a
festive tale from The Pickwick Papers. A musthave for Christmas, this edition should be as
necessary to your festivities as holly, mistletoe
and silver bells.
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A Walk in London - Salvatore Rubbino
2011-03-22
A child’s-eye view of London’s top attractions
blends lively artwork with fascinating facts, and
features a sweeping gatefold of the city skyline.
London is calling! Come along on a motherdaughter day trip as they wend their way past
the changing of the guard at Buckingham
Palace, through Trafalgar Square, and on to
Covent Garden. Listen closely and you might just
learn a secret about the Whispering Gallery in

a-walk-in-london

Saint Paul’s Cathedral. Then it’s on to the Tower
of London and the river Thames, where a foldout surprise awaits. Readers will be enchanted
by Salvatore Rubbino’s cheerful, sophisticated
illustrations and abundant trivia about the one
and only city of London. Cheerio!
A Walk in London - Salvatore Rubbino
2012-04-01
London - the perfect place for a girl and her
mother to spend the day! Follow them as they
alight the classic red bus and begin a whirlwind
tour of some of London's most iconic land marks.
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